This paper proposes a structural topology optimization method for obtaining mechanical structures incorporating desired vibration characteristics for the design of mechanical resonators and vibromotors. First, a new type of homogenization design method is introduced, in which continuous material distributions are assumed using a continuous interpolation function at each node, in order to overcome numerical instabilities such as checkerboard patterns. Next, three design requirements for implementing specific vibration characteristics in the mechanical structures are clarified, namely eigen-frequency matching, eigen-mode control, and stiffness, and the corresponding objective functions are formulated. A new type of multi-objective function incorporating these three objective functions is proposed. The optimization problem is formulated using this multi-objective function, and an optimization algorithm is developed using Sequential Linear Programming (SLP). Finally, several examples are provided in order to confirm the usefulness of the generated optimal designs for vibrating mechanical structures.
Introduction
Resonance phenomena often lead to instabilities in mechanical structures, and must be avoided for mechanical designs. The maximization of eigen-frequencies (1) - (4) is formulated as the objective function to avoid such resonance phenomena in optimum designs. However, if resonance phenomena can be appropriately controlled and utilized, new dynamic functions or performance capabilities can be implemented in a mechanical structure. Typical examples are found in mechanical resonators and vibromotors, and the former are usually used as dynamic sensors such as acceleration and yaw rate sensors (5) , (6) .
Mechanical resonators are also used as band-pass filters (7) in MEMS by exploiting high Q-value characteristics. On the other hand, vibromotors are utilized as devices for moving a workpiece in either translational (8) or rotational directions (9) by exploiting specific vibration modes. However, structural optimization methods for the design of mechanical structures having the above dynamic functions have not been established yet, and such structures are thus currently designed by trial and error methods that depend in large part on designer experience and intuition. As a result, a great deal of time is often required to develop successful structures, yet these do not always optimally satisfy the design requirements, or reach truly high performance goals.
Topology optimization methods (10) can overcome the above problems since they can create high performance designs that satisfy the design requirements under specified constraints based on mechanics and mathematics. Nishiwaki et al. (11) and Tcherniak (12) obtained mechanical structures incorporating dynamic functions by maximizing output displacements when periodic loads are applied, based on topology optimization methods. However, limitations were encountered in obtaining optimal configurations having physical meaning, due to the extreme multimodal characteristic of the objective function. Even though those particular methods successfully provided optimal solutions, the obtained optimal configurations only made use of the lowest eigen-mode to maximize the output response. Furthermore, direct control of specified eigen-modes was problematic, so this highly desirable capability for the design of the vibromotors could not be fully exploited. In order to mitigate these problems, we develop a new topology optimization method that can implement target eigen-frequencies and their corresponding eigen-modes, and deliver higher performance mechanical structures than is possible by the direct maximization of output displacements. That is, as explained in Section 2, we first extend a new topology optimization method, in which continuous material distributions are assumed using a continuous interpolation function at each node, to dynamic problems. In Section 3, the design requirements for the mechanical structures having dynamic functions are clarified, and the objective functions to achieve the design requirements are formulated. Based on these formulations, a topology optimization algorithm is constructed using the homogenization method and Sequential Linear Programming (SLP). In Section 4, simple two-dimensional design examples are presented in order to confirm the proposed method.
Relaxation of Design Domain Based on Continuous Approximations of Materials
Consider the design problem of determining the boundary of a design domain Ω d by minimizing or maximizing objective functions. The key idea of the topology optimization method is the introductions of a fixed, extended design domain D that includes the original design domain Ω d , a priori, and the following characteristic function:
where x denotes a position in the extended design domain D. Using this function, the original structural design problem is replaced by a material distribution problem, and an arbitrary structural configuration can be expressed using this characteristic function. Unfortunately, this characteristic function is often very discontinuous in the fixed design domain. In order to overcome this problem and obtain continuous functions in the global sense, a homogenization method is used where microstructures are continuously distributed almost everywhere in the extended design domain D. Although this status must hold even after finite element discretization, the design variables representing the microstructure distribution status are approximated by piecewise constants in the finite element implementation (13) , and such approximation can cause numerical instabilities such as checkerboard patterns. Several numerical techniques such as filtering schemes (14) ～ (16) have been proposed in order to deal with these numerical instability problems but these methods largely depend on artificial parameters for which there are no rational guidelines for determining appropriate a priori parameters. Here, in order to overcome the root cause of the above problems, first, the design variables ( ) r x are allocated at each node in the finite element discretization, and we then assume that the function representing the design
where h stands for a discretized quantity using the FEM, ( ) M x is a vector whose components are
, and n is the total number of design variables. Using the above approximation, the design variables are continuously distributed in and throughout the elements, and can avoid the numerical instabilities encountered in C -1 -continuity. The bi-linear interpolation function is used as ( ) r i N x in the case of four-node quadrilateral elements for its simplicity in this research. Figure 1 shows the microstructure used for the relaxation of the design domain in the two-dimensional problem. As shown in this figure, its shape is hexagonal and the design variable is a geometrical parameter r. In order to for a unit cell to be void, r must be 1, and for it to be solid material, r must be 0, and the following constraint must be satisfied: Using this microstructure, the homogenized physical properties are computed in the following procedure. First, the characteristic function χ is obtained by
where y is the local coordinate defined in the microstructure, E is the elasticity tensor of the microstructure, and V y is the admissible space defined in unit cell Y such that
with -periodic in unit cell
Using the value of the characteristic function χ obtained by the above equation, the homogenized elasticity tensor H E and homogenized mass density 
where m ρ is the mass density of the microstructure, and Y stands for the area of the unit cell. We thus obtain the homogenized properties that are then utilized in the optimization procedure.
Formulations

Objective Function Settings
Let us consider that a two-dimensional design domain Ω d , composed of a linear elastic material, is fixed at boundary Γ u . Now, the amplitude of periodically oscillating displacement along the direction of a unit load vector In j ω , using m s eigen-frequencies and their corresponding eigen-modes. Here, instead of directly maximizing or minimizing the specified amplitude of vibration of the excitation eigen-frequencies, the desired optimal configurations are obtained by satisfying the following design requirements:
The first design requirement pertains to the eigen-frequency specifications. Suppose that the j-th eigen-frequency and its corresponding eigen-mode of the vibrating structure occupying the design domain Ω d are ω j and φ j , respectively. One of the eigen-frequencies must match the excitation frequency given sufficiently large values, and the matching of eigen-frequencies with target values is also taken into account. Thus, the objective function is formulated as,
In 2 minimize for =1,...,
The second design requirement pertains to the eigen-mode specifications. The maximization and minimization of the amplitudes of the displacements at specified boundaries are achieved by the eigen-mode specification, formulated as,
and minimize ( ) for =1,...,
Here, the j-th eigen-mode is φ j obtained by
where ( ) (13) Note that the maximization of
, that is, the magnitude of eigen-mode φ j at boundary t . Sufficient stiffness here is obtained by minimizing the absolute value of the dynamic mean compliance for the above boundary conditions (11) . However, this stiffness implementation is a subsidiary design specification for the optimum design, and does not require a rigorous evaluation of the mean compliance. Here, for the simplicity of optimization, this sufficient stiffness is implemented by minimizing the static mean compliance formulated in the following:
where 
where Out j u is the displacement field obtained by
In In : with 0 on and , =0 on
Since it is difficult to precisely evaluate the value of Out j T , and this stiffness implementation is also a subsidiary design specification, we assume that Out j T is a unit vector in the engineering sense.
Formulation of Optimization Problem
As explained above, the four objective function formulated by Eqs. (9), (10), (14) , and (17) must be taken into account in the design of such mechanical structures having dynamic functions. A multi-objective problem is formulated in order to obtain optimal solutions incorporating those objective functions.
As the first step, the following multi-objective function V f is formulated for Eq. (9). to 1 is sufficient to obtain reasonable optimal configurations as seen in the results of the many numerical tests we carried out. The formulation includes these weighting coefficients to ensure general applicability. Furthermore, the above three objective functions are unified to a multi-objective function f, and the multi-objective optimization problem is formulated as follows: 
This implies that the equivalent weighting coefficient for
w f , and this weighting coefficient is large before convergence of the mean compliance, so that V f can achieve a sufficiently small value. That is, the convergence of the eigen-frequency specifications is advanced before the multi-objective function can achieve a local optimum. Once the eigen-frequency conditions largely satisfy the specifications, the objective function Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the optimization. As shown in this figure, in the first step, the homogenized elasticity tensor and mass density In the second step, the eigen-value equation formulated as Eq. (11), and the two equilibrium equations formulated as Eqs. (15) and (18), are solved. In the third step, eigen-frequencies, eigen-mode shapes, the mean compliance, the objective function, and constraints are computed. In the fourth step, if the objective function converges, the optimization algorithm stops. Otherwise, the sensitivities of eigen-frequencies, eigen-mode shapes, mean compliance, and constraints with respect to the design variables are computed. In the fifth step, the design variables are updated using Sequential Linear Programming (SLP)，and the procedure then returns the first step. 2 6 ) where ( )
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and K and M are the stiffness matrix and mass matrix of the extended design domain D after the finite element discretization is performed, j Φ is the discretized j-th eigen-mode, i n denotes the number of elements associated with the i-th node, N is a shape function matrix for the displacement interpolations , and B is a B-matrix such that = B Ν ∂ .
The sensitivity of the j-th eigen-mode j Φ with respect to the i-th design variable R i is calculated based on Wang's approach (18) . Let f be a dummy unit force vector computed as the discretized formulation of boundary traction formulated in Eq. (10), and u be a virtual displacement vector due to this boundary traction. The sensitivity of T j f Φ in the discretized formulations is computed as ( )
where k m is an appropriate number of eigen-modes associated with the lowest eigen-values, and jk d is computed as,
and u is obtained by
The above formulation requires only one computation of the inverse matrix of K, whereas the direct derivation of the sensitivities of j Φ would require calculating the inverse matrix of K as many times as there are design variables, and the sensitivity analysis would likely then become intractable. Thus, the objective function formulated by Eq. (10) is advantageous for the optimization here. For the derivation of the sensitivities of the mean compliance, see the details in reference (17) .
In the step where design variables are updated using SLP during the optimization process, the relation between eigen-mode shapes before the update and those after the update must be monitored to determine whether or not the update operation has changed the sequence of eigen-frequencies and eigen-modes. Let
be the mass matrix and the j-th eigen-mode in the k-th update iteration, respectively. The j-th eigen-mode in the (k+1)-th update iteration,
, is found using the following equation (19) :
Using the above equation, the relationship between the eigen-modes during the optimization and those of the initial configurations can be monitored, and the objective functions and sensitivities can be computed under a condition of appropriate eigen-frequency and eigen-mode ordering. For this reason, information concerning the initial design domain setting sequence is retained during optimization in the following examples.
Numerical Examples
Two numerical examples are presented in order to confirm the utility of the proposed method. In both these cases, the isotropic material has a Young's modulus = 200GPa, Poisson's Ratio = 0.3, and a mass density = 7.8×10 3 Kg/m 3 . In the FE analysis, four node isoparametric full integration elements with bilinear shape functions are used. The magnitude of the amplitude of all applied forces is assumed to be a unit load. The weighting coefficients in the objective functions are set to 1.0 except for the specified values described in the following subsections. These specified values are searched for by numerical trial and error until optimal configurations that have physical meaning are obtained. In both examples, the initial configuration of the fixed design domain is set to a uniform microstructure distribution where R i (i=1,…, n) is set to 0.9. Figure 3 shows the design domain, in which both the right and left sides of the fixed design domain D are fixed. While several eigen-frequencies are required to conform to target values according to the eigen-frequency specification, the lowest eigen-mode along the direction P is to be minimized, according to the eigen-mode specifications shown in Fig. 3(a) . Furthermore, the static stiffness along the direction of P is to be maximized while point Out 1 P is fixed along the direction of Out 1 f to resist the applied force as shown in Fig. 3(b) , and the static stiffness along the direction of P is to be maximized while point In 1 P is fixed along the direction of In 1 f to resist the reaction force imposed by a workpiece, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The total volume constraint Ω s is set to 20% of the volume of the whole design domain. Figure 4 shows the optimal configurations. The shading of black and white in the figures describes the distribution of the normalized density, where white represents a void, i.e., r=1, and black a solid, r=0, shown in Fig. 1 . The same shading method is also used in subsequent figures. Table 1 lists the values from the lowest (first) to the fourth eigen-frequency of the optimal configurations in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4(a) , only the lowest target eigen-frequency is set to 200Hz (m=1) while the eigen-mode and stiffness specifications shown in Fig. 3(a), (b) , and (c) are not considered. In Fig. 4(b) , (c), (d), and (e), only the lowest target eigen-frequency is set to 200Hz, 50Hz, 100Hz, and 300Hz, respectively, and the stiffness specifications shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c) are considered while the eigen-mode specifications shown in Fig. 3(a) are not considered. In all these cases, the weighting coefficient V w is set to 10.0. In Fig. 4(f) , the lowest, second, and third target frequencies are set to 50Hz, 100Hz, and 200Hz, respectively (m=3), and the stiffness specifications shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c) are considered while the eigen-mode specifications shown in Fig. 3(a) are not considered. In this case, the weighting coefficient V w is set to 20.0. In Fig. 4(g) , only the lowest target eigen-frequency is set to 200Hz (m=1), and the eigen-mode and stiffness specifications shown in Fig. 3(a), (b) , and (c) are considered. In this case the weighting coefficients As shown in Table 1 , no sequence changes from the lowest (first) eigen-frequency to the fourth occur. It is noteworthy that even though only the lowest eigen-frequency is specified in Fig. 4(b) ~(e), reordering does not occur, and the design specifications are satisfied.
Relation between Eigen-frequency, Eigen-mode and Stiffness Settings, and Optimal Configurations
Comparing Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 4(b) , the optimal configuration where the stiffness specifications are not considered, Fig. 4 (a) reveals significant gray scale and is not appropriate in the engineering sense, but the optimal configuration where the stiffness specifications are considered, namely, Fig. 4(b) , is clear, although both results satisfy the eigen-frequency specification according to Table 1 .
As shown in Fig. 4 (b)~(e) and Table 1 , the lowest-eigen frequencies of the optimal configurations reaches their target values in all cases from 50Hz~300Hz, and all optimal configurations are clear, with no checkerboard patterns observed. The optimal configuration in Fig. 4(f) is also clear, and is obtained as a solution that has physical meaning. Furthermore, the lowest, second, and third frequencies of this configuration closely approach their respective target frequency, as specified. The optimal configuration in Fig. 4(g) is also clear, and satisfies the eigen-frequency and eigen-mode specifications illustrated in Fig. 4 (h) and detailed in Table 1 .
Thus it is confirmed that the proposed method can provide optimal configurations for mechanical structures that simultaneously satisfy eigen-frequency, eigen-mode, and stiffness specifications. Figure 5 shows the design domain for a simple vibromotor. As shown in this figure, the second eigen-mode along the direction 
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in the problem, is to be minimized according to the eigen-mode specification shown in Fig. 5(a) in order to move a workpiece in the horizontal direction using a resonance phenomenon, while the lowest and second eigen-frequencies are required to conform to target values, 350Hz,and 500Hz, respectively, according to the eigen-frequency specification. Further, the static stiffness along the direction of P is to be maximized to resist the applied force as shown in Fig. 5(b) , and the static stiffness along the direction of Out 2 f at point Out 2 P is to be maximized while point to resist the reaction force imposed by the workpiece, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Note that no fixed condition representing the workpiece reaction force is imposed in Fig. 5(b) , and the vertical force Out 2 f is assumed in the engineering sense since workpiece reaction forces resist precise evaluation in these design settings. The total volume constraint Ωs is set to 20% of the volume of the whole design domain. The weighting coefficients Figure 6(a) shows the optimal configurations, and Fig. 6(b) shows the eigen-mode shape corresponding to the second eigen-frequency. The values of the eigen-frequencies of the optimal configurations, from the lowest (first) to the fourth, are 355.32Hz, 503.34Hz, 524.60Hz, and 739.51Hz. As shown in this figure, the optimal configuration is also clear, and free from checkerboard patterns. Further, we see that the result satisfies the eigen-frequency and eigen-mode specifications. Indeed, the results of numerical experiments here show that in these design settings, the second mode shape is more useful than the first mode shape for obtaining the desired mode in the optimal configuration. Thus it is confirmed that the use of a higher order eigen-mode may be of benefit for the design of mechanical structures having dynamic functions, such as vibromotors. 
Conclusions
In this research, we developed a new structural topology optimization method that can implement desired eigen-frequencies and their corresponding eigen-modes for the design of mechanical structures having new dynamic functions. We achieved the following: (1) A new topology optimization method based on the relaxation of the design domain where continuous material distributions are assumed using a continuous interpolation function was extended to dynamic problems. (2) The design requirements and specifications concerning eigen-frequencies, eigen-mode shapes and stiffnesses were clarified so that additional desired dynamic functions could be implemented in the mechanical structures, and corresponding objective functions to satisfy these design specifications were formulated. A new multi-objective function was formulated for use in finding optimal configurations that incorporate all objective functions. (3) A topology optimization algorithm was constructed based on the new relaxation scheme and optimization formulations. (4) Two simple numerical examples were provided in order to examine the characteristics of the resulting optimal configurations. It was confirmed that the proposed method can produce mechanical structures that have the eigen-frequencies and eigen-modes specified in the design.
